Anvil microphysical signatures associated with lightning-produced NO$_x$
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Abstract. Thunderstorm anvils were studied during the Deep Convective Clouds and Chemistry experiment (DC3), using in situ measurements and observations of ice particles and NO$_x$ together with radar and Lightning Mapping Array measurements. A characteristic ice particle and NO$_x$ signature was found in the anvils from three storms, each containing high lightning flash rates in the storm core prior to anvil sampling. This signature exhibits high concentrations of frozen droplets (as measured by a Cloud Droplet Probe) coincident with lower NO$_x$ on the edges of the anvil. The central portion of these anvils exhibited a high degree of aggregation of these frozen droplets and higher levels of NO$_x$. In contrast, a deep convective cell with low lightning flash rates had high concentrations of both frozen droplets and aggregated frozen droplets in its anvil’s central region. A conceptual model for these results is presented and applied to the observations from each of these storms. High NO$_x$ concentrations are often found where aggregation of frozen droplets has occurred, which may be a reflection of aggregation by electrical forces in the regions where lightning is occurring, although the level of NO$_x$ for a given concentration of aggregates varies from storm to storm. These observations between anvil microphysics and lightning and/or NO$_x$ signatures suggest that lightning data may be an important tool to characterize or infer the microphysical, radiative, and chemical properties of thunderstorm anvils.

1 Introduction

Although lightning is considered to be a major source of Nitrogen Oxides (NO$_x$ = NO + NO$_2$) to the upper troposphere (e.g., Ridley et al., 1996; Schumann and Huntrieser, 2007), our understanding of the relationships between thunderstorm cloud characteristics and resulting NO$_x$ is not well understood. Programs such as the Stratospheric-Tropospheric Experiment: Radiation, Aerosols, and Ozone (STERAO, Dye et al., 2000) and others have demonstrated that much of the lightning-produced NO$_x$ is transported by the parent storm to the upper-anvil cirrus cloud, where it has a long residence time in the upper troposphere.

The microphysical environment responsible for the storm electrification that ultimately produces lightning is thought to be one where collisions between ice particles occur in a rimming environment, that is, supercooled liquid water is present (e.g., Takahashi, 1978; Baker and Dash, 1994). The updraft region of strong convective storms provides an ideal environment for this electrification and also redistributes the resulting charged particles in the storm due to convective updrafts and gravitational settling, resulting in the formation of bulk charge centers between which electrical breakdown occurs (Williams et al., 1991). When lightning occurs in such an updraft region, NO$_x$ and hydrometeors with low fall velocity are transported by storm updrafts to the upper storm regions, where they can drift downstream from the parent storm, creating the classic thunderstorm anvil cloud. Of course, lightning can propagate outside of the updraft region, such as in cloud-to-ground lightning, so the formation of NO$_x$ is not strictly limited to the updraft region. It can also occur in the
anvil itself, which may also contribute to NO$_3$ in the anvil (e.g., Dye and Willett, 2007; MacGorman and Rust, 1998). Our focus here is on storms that exhibited a high degree of electrical activity in the area of the main updraft, which was a common feature of many storms examined in this study, but does not include storms with a strong weak echo region.

Although the above scenario is a somewhat simplified description (e.g., it ignores the mesoscale dynamics of the anvil), it suggests that anvil regions containing high levels of NO$_3$ could have a different microphysical history than adjacent regions with low NO$_3$. However, few studies have linked the electrical activity or chemical properties of thunderclouds to the types of ice particles found within anvil clouds downstream of convective updrafts. The purpose of this study is to examine and explain some anvil microphysical signatures associated with high and low NO$_3$ regions in anvils downwind of strongly electrified (i.e., high flash rates) cells over the continental United States (US). These storms were sampled during the Deep Convective Clouds and Chemistry Experiment (DC3; Barth et al., 2015, UCAR/NCAR, 2013).

2 Previous work and experimental techniques

2.1 In situ data

Stith et al. (2014) studied airborne microphysical data from the upper regions of several DC3 anvil clouds, in order to examine the occurrence and morphology of frozen-drop aggregates (FDAs) in the anvils of lightning-producing storms. FDAs are often found as long chain-like assemblages of individual frozen droplets, suggesting that the chains were formed by the action of electrical forces acting on the frozen droplets (e.g., see the review in Connolly et al., 2005). Some of the FDAs might also represent fragments of low-density graupel carried to the upper anvil by the storm updraft. As discussed in Stith et al. (2014) and Connolly et al. (2005), tropical anvils also contain chain-aggregate particles, but usually these chains are formed from chains of faceted ice crystals, rather than FDAs. Because the enhanced aggregation occurs via electrical forces, there is no requirement for lightning to occur, but Connolly et al. (2005) describes a threshold value of approximately $0.5 \times 10^3$ V m$^{-1}$, which, depending on what is required for lightning initiation at the location of the aggregation, suggests that the two ought to often occur together or at least in close proximity.

In the Stith et al. (2014) study, the microphysical structure of two anvils that occurred in eastern Colorado on 6 June 2012 was examined using in situ hydrometeor imager data and multiple Doppler radar analysis. They showed that the edges (and top of one) of the anvils contained primarily individual frozen droplets, while the central and lower parts of the upper anvil favored the presence of FDAs. That is, these upper anvil regions were primarily composed of frozen droplets with differing degrees of aggregation, with the aggregation of the frozen droplets most pronounced in the center and lower regions of the upper anvil. That study also examined other anvil regions from the DC3 program and found FDAs in many of the anvils, sometimes mixed with other ice particle types.

The primary aircraft used in this study is the NSF/NCAR G-V aircraft (UCAR/NCAR, 2015; also known as HIAPER). Since most of the instrumentation and sampling techniques were described in Stith et al. (2014), only a brief summary is presented here. Primary in situ cloud microphysical instruments include a modified Particle Measuring System (PMS) optical array probe (OAP-2DC, using high-speed electronics and a 64-element 25 µm resolution diode array, which provides images of large particles and, as used here, concentrations of particles that image at least three diodes, or 75 µm), a Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP, manufactured by Droplet Measurement Technologies, DMT) for sampling cloud droplets in the 2–50 µm diameter range (a recent calibration of the CDP, using beam mapping, is used here, which produces 15% lower CDP concentrations than those reported in Stith et al., 2014), and a Stratton Park Engineering Company Inc. (SPEC) 3V-CPI, which contains a Cloud Particle Imager (CPI) with a resolution of 2.3 µm, which allows for high-resolution imagery of particle morphology.

NO$_3$ measurements were obtained from a 2-channel chemiluminescence instrument which detects NO via reaction with O$_3$ to form excited NO$_2$, which is detected via photon counting. One sample channel is used to measure nitric oxide, NO, and the second measures nitrogen dioxide, NO$_2$, by flowing ambient air through a glass cell illuminated by light-emitting diodes at 395 nm, for the conversion of NO$_2$ to NO via photolysis. The instrument is similar to instruments previously built at NCAR (Ridley and Grahek, 1990; Ridley et al., 2004), with an uncertainty of approximately 15%.

In the upper anvil (typically colder than $-38\, ^\circ C$) several techniques were used by Stith et al. (2014) to identify regions of individual (non-aggregated) frozen droplets. These include the presence of relatively high (greater than $\sim 2$ cm$^{-3}$) CDP concentrations, the preponderance of small spherical images as the primary images on the CPI, and comparison of the water content from the CDP with simultaneous measurements of total water content from the University of Colorado closed-path laser hygrometer, version 2 (CLH-2, Dorsi et al., 2014). In regions where most of the frozen droplets had aggregated, the CDP concentrations dropped to $\sim 1$ cm$^{-3}$ or less, while the concentrations of particles on the 2DC increased, since the FDAs became large enough to be sampled by that instrument. Other details, including corrections for probe-tip shattering effects, are described in Stith et al. (2014).

2.2 Lightning data

For all cases, total lightning flash rates were determined from lightning mapping array (LMA) data in an effort to quantify...
the electrical vigor of the storms. LMAs offer a means to detect and spatially map lightning flashes occurring within thunderstorms, including both intracloud (IC) and cloud-to-ground (CG) flashes (Rison et al., 1999). An LMA detects radio frequency emissions at VHF (~60–66 MHz) emitted during the electrical breakdown process preceding the visible lightning flash. Thus, regions of a storm with high VHF source activity indicate regions of frequent electrical breakdown. By appropriately clustering VHF sources associated with a single flash and attributing detected flashes to individual storms, an estimated flash rate can be determined.

In this study, LMA-detected VHF sources were sorted into flashes using an automated density-based clustering algorithm developed by E. Bruning and B. Fuchs (Bruning, 2013) and discussed in more detail by Basarab et al. (2015) and Fuchs et al. (2015). The algorithm was shown by both studies to produce flash rates in close agreement to a previously-developed LMA flash counting algorithm. For the 6 June and 15 June 2012 Colorado cases discussed herein, flash rates were derived from Colorado LMA data (Rison et al., 2012), while for the 25–26 May 2012 case, data from the central Oklahoma LMA were used (MacGorman et al., 2008).

In order to illustrate the locations of frequent electrical breakdown in storms (i.e., frequent lightning) for comparison with the radar data, the density of LMA sources were binned into the 0.5 by 0.5 km resolution (horizontal by vertical) radar grid, integrated along a specified spatial dimension to obtain a 2-D projection, and then contoured in terms of the number per 0.25 km² per radar scan time interval, which was approximately 4.5 min. Flash rates are displayed only for the cell of interest, which was tracked by an automated cell tracking algorithm, developed by Lang and Rutledge (2011) and Fuchs et al. (2015). Because the sensitivities of the Colorado and Oklahoma networks are different, these contours should be interpreted only as a qualitative indicator of the regions of most intense electrical activity.

2.3 Radar data

This study relies on relating radar-inferred thunderstorm characteristics to in situ microphysical characteristics and lightning behavior. During DC3, coincident radar and LMA observations allowed for this comparison (Barth et al., 2015). As discussed in Stith et al. (2014), for the 6 June 2012 Colorado case, data from the CSU-CHILL S-band dual-polarization Doppler radar in Greeley, CO were employed (Junyent et al., 2013). The dual-polarization capabilities of the CHILL radar facilitated the identification of the dominant hydrometeor types in the 6 June case using a fuzzy-logic hydrometeor identification developed by Dolan et al. (2013). The 15 June 2012 case was out of range of the CHILL radar, so data from the National Weather Service (NWS) Weather Surveillance Radar 1998 Doppler (WSR-88D or NEXRAD) radar located near Denver, CO (KFTG) were used. Radar data for the 25–26 May 2012 case were obtained from the CHILL radar facilitated the identification of the dominant hydrometeor types in the 6 June case using a fuzzy-logic hydrometeor identification developed by Dolan et al. (2013).

Frederick, OK NEXRAD (KFDR). Although the KFTG and KFDR radars were equipped with single-polarization capabilities only during DC3, gridded reflectivity data for all cases facilitated the diagnosis of storm intensity and salient storm structural characteristics such as echo top height and the presence of a weak echo region.

Below, we examine the microphysical structure of the three aforementioned DC3 anvil case studies where lightning-NO₃ was found, starting with the 6 June 2012 NO₃ plume that occurred with the frozen cloud droplets and FDAs described in Stith et al. (2014). We describe a simple conceptual model to explain the observations for storms such as the 6 June storm and then examine other anvils from DC3, some of which exhibited a more complex structure. Because airborne in situ measurements in the main updraft cores of the DC3 storms were restricted due to safety concerns, we use a combination of remote sensing and inference based upon what microphysical features were observed in the anvil to explain the likely chain of events linking NO₃ observations to ice particle types in the anvil.

3 NO₃ plume structure in isolated anvils from strongly electrified cells

3.1 The 6 June storms

Early airborne sampling began at 21:35 (all times are UTC) on the two storms on 6 June. At this point, they were isolated single-cell storms with radar echo tops exceeding 15 km
Figure 2. Two-panel plot of a south–north cross-section through the main updraft core of the 6 June southern storm at 21:25. (a) CSU-CHILL radar reflectivity (dBZ; colored contours), winds (arrows, scale at right), and updraft (m s$^{-1}$; black contours) in the cross-section. (b) Results of the polarimetric radar-based hydrometeor identification (HID) using CSU-CHILL polarimetric variables. The regions are identified as BD (big drops/melting hail), HA (Hail), HDG (high-density graupel), LDG (low-density graupel), VI (vertical ice), WS (wet snow), AG (aggregates), CR (ice crystals), RN (rain), and DR (drizzle). Temperatures ($^\circ$C) derived from a proximity sounding are indicated by the red text on the right-hand vertical axis.

Later sampling between 22:12 and 22:30 was conducted in the upper, downstream anvil. Assuming that the ice particles sampled in the anvil originated in the main cell and drifted with the ambient wind, they would have originated in the main cell at approximately 21:25. Dual Doppler analysis of the wind and reflectivity field for the southern storm at 21:25 (Stith et al., 2014, Fig. 13), indicated that the storm was without a major downdraft region, with only the beginnings of the anvil indicated, and without a significant weak echo region. A radar time height cross section of the storm, together with the storm total flash rate is provided in Fig. 1 and a Doppler radar analysis is provided in Fig. 2. The maximum radar-derived updraft speeds were about 30 m s$^{-1}$, and updraft speeds greater than 15 m s$^{-1}$, extending between 6 and 12 km (Figs. 1 and 2). At the higher altitudes, these strong updrafts extended higher (colder) than the homogeneous freezing threshold. Flash rates, determined from the Colorado LMA network, exceeded 90 flashes per minute (Fig. 1), with most of the flashes in the upper portion of the storm (Fig. 3), indicating electrification in the main updraft regions. High radar reflectivity, consistent with large graupel particles (which were also identified by radar-based hydrometeor identification, Fig. 2, bottom) was present in the main cell. FDAs and frozen droplets sampled between 22:12 and 22:30 were likely formed during the period of maximum flash rate and then drifted downwind where they were sampled by the G-V (see Stith et al., 2014, for examples of FDAs and frozen drop imagery).

A depiction of the G-V pass through the anvil is given in Fig. 4, along with corresponding measurements of CDP, 2DC, and NO$_x$ concentrations. Here, the CDP and 2DC represent individual frozen drop concentrations and FDA concentrations, respectively, as discussed in Stith et al. (2014) for this time period. Figure 4 indicates that the primary NO$_x$ plume was co-located with the FDAs, but nearly absent on the edges of the cloud where individual frozen droplets dominated. Therefore, for this case, the upper anvil consisted of a central core of FDAs and high NO$_x$, surrounded by cloud containing mostly individual frozen droplets, without appreciable NO$_x$ enhancement.

3.2 Observations from 15 June

On 15 June 2012 the G-V made a series of passes through the anvil of a strong thunderstorm, as depicted in Figs. 5–6. Although Dual-Doppler analysis for this case was not possible, the core of the storm generated a reflectivity of over 50 dBZ,
Figure 4. Schematic of the storm anvil in cross section on 6 June 2012 showing cross section of frozen drops and FDAs together with track of the G-V (top), CDP concentrations, and 2DC concentration during pass across the anvil at a temperature of approximately $-57^\circ$C (middle), NO$_x$ concentrations during the pass (bottom). (Top and middle figures adapted from Stith et al., 2014).

Figure 5. Two-panel plot of (a) composite reflectivity (dBZ; colored contours) in plan view superimposed on GOES-West visible satellite imagery and (b) west–east radar reflectivity cross-section through the 15 June 2012 case at 22:44. Radar reflectivity is from the KFTG (Denver, CO) NEXRAD radar. The G-V flight track from 22:40 to 22:49 is indicated by the thick black line; the G-V position at every minute is indicated by the black dots along the line, and UTC times along the track are labeled in brown. The position of the cross-section in (b) is indicated by the thin black horizontal line in (a). The black contours superimposed on the radar reflectivity are (a) contours of vertically integrated LMA VHF source densities (b) LMA source densities horizontally integrated in the north-south direction. Contours indicate regions of frequent lightning discharges (large numbers of LMA-detected sources).
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Figure 6. Composite reflectivity (dBZ; colored contours) in plan view superimposed on GOES-West visible satellite imagery for the 6 June 2012 case at 22:44. The G-V flight track from 22:40 to 22:49 is indicated by the thick black line; the G-V position at every minute is indicated by the black dots along the line, and UTC times along the track are labeled in brown. The position of the cross-section in (b) is indicated by the thin black horizontal line in (a). The black contours superimposed on the radar reflectivity are (a) contours of vertically integrated LMA VHF source densities (b) LMA source densities horizontally integrated in the north-south direction. Contours indicate regions of frequent lightning discharges (large numbers of LMA-detected sources).
associated with higher 2DC concentrations. The largest NO$_x$ peak concentration coincided with a local minimum in the CDP concentration (Fig. 7).

As was true for the 6 June case (Stith et al., 2014), examination of the CPI data from the two regions confirms the presence of many frozen droplet images in the high CDP region (Fig. 8 top) and FDA images in the high NO$_x$ region (Fig. 8 bottom). The CDP concentrations adjacent to the peak NO$_x$, in the central NO$_x$ region, while low (∼1 cm$^{-3}$), suggested that some individual frozen droplets remained alongside FDAs. This is confirmed by the images from the CPI. Aggregates, including many FDAs, were the primary type of large particle observed from this anvil pass, with occasional faceted crystals also found in the imagery.

4 A conceptual model for the NO$_x$ and microphysical structure of the isolated anvils

Based upon the characteristics of the developing main cell of the 6 and 15 June storms, and the subsequent observations of frozen droplets and NO$_x$ in the anvils, we suggest a conceptual model to explain these observations. The salient main cell characteristics include a deep (6–12 km) and vigorous updraft (>15 m s$^{-1}$ for the 6 June case), coinciding with the region of most intense lightning activity, which occurred at the time when ice particles from the main cell would have been deposited to the upper troposphere to form the anvils that were sampled by the G-V.

Figure 9 presents a conceptual model of microphysical processes in the main cell of the 6 and 15 June cases to explain the observed structure of NO$_x$ and ice particles in the anvil. The thesis is that the central core of the updraft is strong enough to contain supercooled water needed for heavy riming (i.e., graupel or small hail production) and subsequent electrification and lightning in that region. While some of the largest graupel and/or hail hydrometeors are able to fall through the updraft, the NO$_x$ and low fall velocity particles are carried up to near the top of the cloud before being detrained in the upper troposphere, creating the central core of the upper anvil as they drift downstream.

In this region the low fall velocity particles often are composed of FDAs, which are hypothesized to result from one of two microphysical processes: either the electrical aggregation of frozen droplets in the high electric fields present in the main updraft, or, the FDAs might represent low density graupel or fragments of very low-density graupel, which are created during the riming process (see Stith et al., 2014, for more explanation). Due to the size and location of the updraft, the low fall velocity hydrometeors (predominantly FDAs) are carried through the homogeneous freezing altitude, where any remaining droplets are frozen, although the model would be similar if droplet freezing actually occurred at warmer temperatures. At the edges of the updraft core, the updraft is still strong and deep enough to provide frozen...
droplets to the upper anvil, but, due to the somewhat lower updraft velocity, the riming process (and consequently the electrification and lightning) is reduced, resulting in lower or no NO$_x$ production on the edges of the updraft and favoring un-aggregated frozen droplets rather than FDAs. Thus, the detrainment to the upper anvil consists of a central region of FDAs and higher NO$_x$, surrounded by low NO$_x$ with mostly un-aggregated frozen droplets on the edges of the core (Fig. 9).

Of course, this model is designed to offer an explanation for storms where a large fraction of the flashes are located in the upper part of the updraft associated with the main cell, such as was the case for the 6 and 15 June cases. This may reflect the fact that these storms were sampled early in their life cycle. A different model would likely apply when the heaviest lightning activity was not located in the main updraft region, such as storms where the main electrical activity occurs in the anvil, for storms at a different stage of their life cycle, or for storms with significantly different updraft profiles.

5 Comparison with a multiple-anvil storm on 25/26 May containing cells with differing lighting activity

Anvil encounters during DC3 were often associated with multi-cellular features. The anvil encountered on 25–26 May 2012 provides a good example for comparison with the above cases because the observations include anvil regions downstream of both an electrically active cell and a much weaker cell. This allows for comparison of the anvil microphysics and NO$_x$ resulting from a weakly electrified cell and a strongly electrified cell which were in close proximity.

The G-V began sampling an anvil at approximately 00:40 on 26 May 2012. During the first pass through the anvil the NO$_x$ and ice concentrations suggested two separate segments (Fig. 10). Evidently, at this stage the anvils from two cells had recently merged, yet were still distinct enough to offer two separate segments. Radar data and flash locations from the cells upstream of the two segments are presented in Figs. 11 and 12 and LMA/radar time-height cross sections of the cells are presented in Figs. 13 and 14. As with the 6 and 15 June cases, the heaviest flash locations were in the upper part of the main cell regions (approximately 7 to 12 km for the northern cell and 5 to 12 km for the southern cell).
Figure 10. Concentrations from the CDP (red) and 2DC (blue) instruments (top), and corresponding NO$_x$ concentrations (bottom) for a pass through the anvil of the 25/26 May 2012 case at an altitude of 12.1 km and temperatures of $-50.8$ to $-54.2^\circ$C. Anvil regions downstream of the electrically weak and strong cells are indicated.

The first segment of the anvil pass was through an anvil downstream of an older, less electrically active cell on the northern part of the storm complex (Figs. 11 and 13; referred to as the weak cell) while the second part of the pass was through an anvil region downstream of a newer, more electrically active cell to the south (Figs. 12 and 14), referred to as the strong cell. The strong cell exhibited high flash rates and reflectivity signatures consistent with hail production (Fig. 14). The weak cell had echo tops above about 13 km and reflectivity above 50 dBZ, but had a very low lightning flash rate and lower reflectivity overall than the strong cell. Significantly higher NO$_x$ was found in the second part of the pass ($\sim 00:46:30$ to $00:49:00$ in Fig. 10), downstream of the strong cell, which is not surprising, given the high flash rate from that cell. In this region the main peak in NO$_x$ was between two regions with higher CDP concentrations. The boundaries of this part of the anvil exhibited an increase in CDP concentrations in a similar manner to the 6 and 15 June cases, with higher CDP concentrations at the edges of the anvil. In contrast, the northern segment of the anvil (the weak cell) exhibited both high CDP concentrations and high 2DC concentrations. CDP concentrations in the northern weak cell were the highest observed among the above anvil case studies. FDAs were a common type of large particle in both areas of the anvil with single frozen droplets also found with the aggregates, especially in regions with higher CDP concentrations. Stith et al. (2014) classified subsets of FDAs as internally mixed type 1 (frozen droplets aggregated with pristine crystals from warmer temperatures, typically plate crystals) and type 2 (frozen droplets with facets (typically columnar or bullet types) present that represent crystals grown near the sampling temperatures). Both of these types were present, as well as some aggregates of primarily faceted crystals.

Figure 11. Two-panel plot of (a) composite radar reflectivity in plan view and (b) west-east cross-section through the 25–26 May 2012 case at 23:59:07, just prior to G-V sampling. The cross-section is taken through the weak northern cell. In this figure, the radar reflectivity is from the KFDR (Frederick, OK) NEXRAD radar. The position of the cross-section shown in (b) is indicated by the thin black horizontal line in (a). The black contours superimposed on the radar reflectivity are (a) contours of vertically integrated LMA VHF source densities (b) LMA source densities horizontally integrated in the north–south direction. Contours indicate regions of frequent lightning discharges (large numbers of LMA-detected sources).
storms that were studied, the level of NO$_x$ found in this part of the anvil was also somewhat higher than expected. A likely explanation for this result is that the G-V was able to sample closer to the core of the weak cell than the strong cell, as seen in Fig. 12 where the G-V flight track passes through radar-detected portions of the weak cell anvil. Closer sampling was possible due to the fact that the storm anvil was encountered during the weakening stages of this cell, when the lightning was essentially absent (e.g., Fig. 13) during the sampling.

Following the sampling of the storm a vertical profile was made just north-west of the storm in clear air from an altitude of 13 to 1.6 km. CO, O$_3$, and CO$_2$ concentrations (not shown) measured in the anvil were similar to those from ~3 to 6 km altitudes outside of the storm, suggesting that the source of the anvil air was from these lower altitudes, and that there was relatively little entrainment of air prior to anvil sampling. This suggests that differences in entrainment were not likely the source for the differences in frozen droplet or ice content.

6 Discussion

Data from three strongly electrified cells that have been studied to date exhibited a characteristic NO$_x$/ice signature in the upper anvil. This signature included a central region of high NO$_x$ together with aggregated ice particles in the form of FDAs and other particle types. On the edges of the anvil, there appeared to be less aggregation and more individual frozen droplets, resulting in higher concentrations from the CDP instrument. Lower amounts of NO$_x$ were found on the edges of the anvil clouds, coincident with the increased number of un-aggregated frozen droplets detected by the CDP. Some individual frozen droplets remained in the cores of these anvils, but regions with very strong NO$_x$ peaks had corresponding minima in concentrations of frozen droplets as measured by the CDP (e.g., Figs. 7 and 10).

The pattern of frozen droplets and FDAs in the weak storm anvil on 25/26 May does not exhibit the same signature as the three other cases. It is noteworthy that this anvil contained high concentrations of both FDAs and un-aggregated frozen droplets in its central region, unlike the other cases, which favored FDAs over frozen droplets in their central regions. It also exhibited much higher total water content in its anvil, which suggests a low precipitation efficiency. To explain this signature in the pattern of FDAs and un-aggregated frozen droplets in the weak anvil pass, we refer to the conceptual model described in Fig. 9 and contrast the results from the strong storm with those from the weak storm. The strong storm exhibits a very high reflectivity in its lower regions (Figs. 12 and 14) indicating a pronounced zone of high-density graupel and/or hail (depicted in the conceptual model at the lower portion of Fig. 9). In contrast, the weak storm exhibited lower reflectivity in its lower regions (Figs. 11 and 13), indicating a less pronounced zone of high-density graupel and/or hail when compared to the strong storm. Thus, it is likely that there was much more removal of droplets by high-density graupel and hail formation in the strong storm than in the weak storm. Consequently, many more droplets (as single frozen drops or FDAs) should have been available for upward transport in the central part of the weak storm, when compared with the strong storm, resulting in more of both types in the central region of the weak anvil.
The conceptual model described here is helpful in interpreting the observed signatures of NO$_x$ and ice particles in the anvils that were sampled. These anvils were associated with developing cells with vigorous updrafts and a preponderance of lightning activity in the upper regions of the cells. A basic assumption is that high E-field regions exist in regions containing frozen droplets (where FDAs are formed) and these coincide with lightning channels where NO$_x$ is formed, and this is why FDAs and NO$_x$ are strongly correlated, first in the updraft (inferred) and then in the anvil (observed). Of course, this conceptual model and the associated NO$_x$/ice signatures should only apply to situations where this assumption is valid. The somewhat different signature pattern found in the anvil from the weak storm on 25/26 May appears to be consistent with the basic conceptual model, but illustrates that there is likely a wide variety of signatures that can occur under different storm conditions.

These results all support the reasonable expectation that ice particles found in the anvil are strongly related to the electrical properties of the storms and therefore they are also correlated in predictable ways with in situ NO$_x$. For the cases studied, higher NO$_x$ appears correlated with the occurrence of FDAs. Un-aggregated frozen droplets are often found in regions of lower NO$_x$, such as on the edges of the storms, but in one case they were able to persist in the central region, probably because the droplets were not depleted at lower levels of the storm.

These results may have important applications. When relatively high levels of condensed water are present in the anvil as small frozen droplets, or larger low-density FDAs, they contribute relatively little to radar reflectivity, but may contain significant amounts of condensed water. High ice water content at low radar reflectivity near deep convection is of particular concern to the aviation industry (e.g., Fridlind et al., 2015, and references therein), due to the possibility that it contributes to jet engine power loss while being difficult to detect with airborne weather-avoidance radar. Our results suggest that the electrical properties of the convective storms may play a role in identifying the possible occurrence of high ice water and/or low reflectivity conditions.

While it is tempting to generalize the results from this study, it is important to note that the results from tropical maritime thunderstorms are likely to be much different, owing to the differences in updraft characteristics (e.g., Heymsfield et al., 2010; Anderson et al., 2005; Stith et al., 2006), which is likely the reason why they favor chains of faceted crystals over chains of frozen droplets in areas where aggregation by electrical forces is suspected (e.g., Connolly et al., 2005). In addition, tropical maritime thunderstorms likely have a weaker electric field, which would also influence the abundance of chain-aggregate type particles.

The conceptual model described here may explain some of the correspondence between NO$_x$ levels and anvil microphysical structure but it is probably less applicable, for example, in the dissipating stages of the storms or for other storm conditions. For example, these signatures would be much less likely if most of the NO$_x$ was generated below cloud (e.g., in CG flashes) or in the anvil itself. A significant scientific need is to understand the source regions for NO$_x$ for a variety of storm types and conditions (e.g., storm age). Using the three sources of data (LMA, radar, in situ) a consistent description of the relationships between anvil NO$_x$, lightning flash rates and hydrometeor types is possible. This can likely be done for a variety of storm conditions, thus developing a much better understanding of NO$_x$ production overall. More work is needed to understand different types of storms, such as storms with weak echo regions or tropical storms.
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